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Student charged with infant homicide
"Tests performed on the lung
and stomach tissue showed the
child had been breathing and had
taken air into it's body," Scherer
said.

by Leigh Davis and Dan Day
A WSU sophomore has been
charged with second and third
degree murder in relation to the
strangulation death of a newborn
girl found on campus Saturday.

Although the baby was believed
to have been born 12 to 24 hours
before the body was discovered, a
detailed autopsy report in the case
is not expected until later today
from Nichols.

A search for the mother of the
infant, which was found in a
campus dumpster near Richards
Hall, ended Monday when a WSU
paralegal major, Margaret Mary
Kinsky, 20, St. Paul, admitted to
bearing the child.

Kinsky went to Winona
Community Memorial Hospital
yesterday afternoon for tests and
treatment. Dr. Daniel Degallier
performed these examinations.

The three-day investigation into
the death of the infant had focused
on the WSU campus, for it was
here that a man searching for
aluminum cans in the dumpster
around 10 a.m. Saturday found the
body. He then flagged down police
officers patrolling the area. The
name of the man has not been
released.

The outside doors to both
Morey-Shepard and Conway Halls
were locked Monday afternoon,
and only residents of the dorms
were allowed in, according to John
Kane, vice president of student
affairs.

KEVINSCHMIDT

In Winona County Court
yesterday, Kinsky was charged by
County. Attorney Julius Gernes
with second and third degree
murder.

Judge S.A. Sawyer has released
her into the custody of her parents, WSU student Margaret Kinsky is escorted back to the Winona County Law Enforcement Center by a Winona
Robert and Barbara Kinsky, 3 City policewoman and Assistant Chief of Police Herb Nichols after her preliminary hearing.
Battlecreek Rd., St. Paul, until her
April 29 appearance in District
Court. She must remain in her
numerous phone calls after
not performed at a hospital,
Dr. Morris told investigators
home 24 hours a day with at least
announcement of the homicide, and
Scherer said. "This was also borne
that Kinsky could have completed
one parent present at all times.
subsequent investigation of these out by the identifying of the
delivery of the full-term baby by
anonymous tips narrowed the
bedding the baby was wrapped in,"
herself. "It was an easy 'normal'
Dr.
Charles
Nichols,
the search to Kinsky.
he added.
birth," Scherer said. "There didn't
LaCrosse pathologist who handled
appear to be any markings on the
the infant's autopsy, reported to
"Word was left for her to come
Police obtained a bath towel, bed
baby."
the police late Sunday that the
to the Law Enforcement Center, sheets and pillow cases, all of which
cause of death was strangulation
which she did," Scherer said.
showed considerable amounts of
and the "implement" used was a "During interviews she did admit blood. The child was wrapped in
bra which was tightly wound
to being the mother of the
these, and the bra was in place
around the baby's neck, according
deceased child."
around the neck when the deceased
to Winona Police Chief Jack
was found, Scherer said.
Scherer.
Winona Police did door-to-door
interviewing in the dormatories
"The linen was distinctive in
Investigators
were
then after the body was found, that it was not a plain white piece
informed by Drs. Nichols and
according to the police chief.
of bedding," said Scherer. "The
Donald Morris, Winona County
little bit of examing we did showed
medical examiner, that the child, a
"Other than the fact that the
there were some distinct markings
white female weighing eight
body was found on campus, we had
on it."
pounds, had been born alive,
not made any connection with the
Scherer said.
campus," he said. "There was no
Most of the evidence-of the crime
indication that the mother was or
had already been sent to the
The father of the child has not
was not a student."
Minnesota State Bureau of
been identified:
Criminal Prevention, he said.
Winona
Police
Evidence indicated the birth was
received

"The girls in Conway are taking
the news pretty hard. Most of them'
were close friends (with Kinsky),"
Kane said. University counselors
remained in the dorms throughout
Monday night, he said.
He said Kinsky had a "clean
record" with average or aboveaverage grades.
Kinsky's appearance bond has
been set at $20,000. No release
bond has been set at this time. The
maximum penalty for second
degree murder is 40 years.
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Winona City Police evidence technician Al Mueller examines a garbage
dumpster on the east side of Richards Hall Saturday where the body of a
newly-born child was discovered.
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The New
Jackson Stre
Cafe

Campus Shorts

West 5th Stmet

rteress's
Clam

Broadway

6 AM to 10 PM Mon. - FrI.
8 AM to 10 PM Sat. - Sun.

[Serving: Omelets, Quiches, Soups/Sandwiches,
Desserts, Herb & Spice Teas.
Nightly Dinner Specials in. a Comfortable
"Cafe" Atmosphere.
Cafe
Friendly
Beer & Wine
Atmosphere Now Being Served Services

Senate Openings
The WSU Student Senate is now
accepting applications for senate
positions for the 1982-83 school
year.
Positions
are:
available
president, vice president, treasurer,
and senators.
Applications can be picked up in
the Senate office, Smog, Kryzsko
Commons. Application deadline is
April 28.
Elections Will be May 11,
PALS
PALS needs new members for
the 1982-83 year. PALS are the
Public Affairs Liaison Students
who work with the Admissions
office.

GIFTS
0
FOR THae4s

Applications are available in the
Admissions office 125 Phelps.
Deadline is April 30.

Cross pen & pencil sets, tie tacks, watches,
money clips, necklaces, ID bracelets, and 3
boxed cryStal gifts for the gal.
Come in to Morel's and select your graduation
gift from the many items we have.

Friday's Forum
The Women's Resource Center
is pleased to announce "The
Friday's Forum: Luncheon Buffet
at Zach's." The first luncheon will
take place at Zach's, on Friday,
April 23, noon-1 p.m. The buffet
will include two kinds of soups,
salad and beverage for $3.75. A
new speaker will be featured each
month. This month's speaker will
be Sandra Bennett, discussing the
topic of "Women in Advertising"
along with a slide presentation.
To make reservations call the
Women's Resource Center at 4524440 before April 16. Everyone is
invited.

112 ON THE PLAZA PHONE 452-3756

Member American Gem
Society

FREE
Single Album
or Tape
Of your choice
with the purchase of
KOSS Sound Partner
Stereo Headphone

With The Purchase
Of Any Used Album
Of Equal or
Greater
Value

Wednesdays For Women
The topic for the April 28
meeting of Wednesdays for
Women is "Sexual Harassment on

With Any
Purchase
1 Poster
Per
Purchase

FREE
Wicker
Fan
(Value To $7.00)

Rock Star
Lighter
With Purchase Of
Any Two
Regular Priced
Albums or Tapes

$10.00

Will be put in stock
each day of the sale
No
Purchase
Necessary

.

the Job." Meetings are at the
YWCA from noon-1 p.m. Bring
your own lunch, coffee is provided.
There is no membership or fee
required. Women and men are
invited to attend.
Vets Club Meeting
The next Vets Club meeting will
be Thursday, April 22 at 4 p.m. in
Dining Rooms F and G Kryzsko
Commons.
United Campus Ministry
"Peace and Global Survival" is
the theme of the April Soup Series
sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Tuesdays, noon-12:50
p.m., at the United Campus
Ministry House. A simple lunch
provided for 50 cents or bring your
own. Students, faculty, and staff
welcome.
"Helping Persons in Crisis" is
the topic for Faith Discussion on
Wednesdays, April 21 at 8:30 p.m.
at the United Campus Ministry
House. United Campus Ministry is
sponsored by United Methodist,
United Presbyterian, United
Church of Christ, American
Baptist, and Episcopal churches.
Dorm Room Reservations
The WSU residence hall room
reservation renewal process will
be April 19-24. Due to an increase
in the number of spaces reserved
for new students, only residents
currently residing in the dorms
may be assured of space. Complete
registration details are available
from Resident Assistants, Hall
Directors or the Housing Office.
Sheehan Hall Office Manager
Sheehan Hall is seeking
applicants for the position of office
manager for the 1982-83 academic
year. Applicants should possess

good typing skills and managerial
ability as well as knowledge of
general office practice and
procedures.
Applicants must be willing to
live in Sheehan Hall for the 1982-83
academic year. This is a
contractual position and
compensation is in the form of
room and board.
Time requirements include a
minimum of 15 hours per ,week.
Responsibilities include scheduling
and supervision of work-study and
student help workers, calculation
of time sheets, and supervision of
office operations.
Applications are available at the
Sheehan office. Applications
should be submitted by April 30.
Annual Alumni Reunion
WSU's Alumni Society will hold
its annual alumni reunion May 1.
brunch,
An
11:30
a.m.
highlighted by recognition of the
class of 1932 and the class of 1942,
will begin the event.
Also planned is a bus tour of the
city and tour of The Hotel, 129
West Third St. A dinner and dance
at the Winona Country Club will
end the reunion day with the
evening's program highlighted by
the dedication of the Luther A.
McCown Gymnasium and Jean
Talbot Gymnasium.
Reservations can be made by
contacting WSU's Alumni Affairs
office by April 23, (457-2081).
Corrections
Last week's Winonan contained
two inaccuracies.' President
Hanson will be 55 in May, not
44, and Bruce Langseth's name
was spelled incorrectly.
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Reagan a good salesman, but that's it
by Jovita Oghumah

inspiring speeches seems the main
contributing factor in this.

WSU
Political
Science
Professor Jim Bromeland rates
President Ronald Reagan high
because he is a good salesman, but
that's it. "He does not impress me
beyond that," he said.
Bromeland sees Reagan as an
"idealogue whose policies fit his
perception of the world," and
thinks Reagan has a wrong view of
how the world operates.
The political scientist considers
Reagan successful in maintaining a
distinct separation between a
popular personal image and his
increasingly unpopular policies.
The president's ability to deliver

Bromeland characterizes Reagan
as the best speech maker ever to
occupy the White House. A good
speaker Reagan is, but "He
certainly doesn't know how to
answer questions," said
Bromeland.
The
president's
education
policies have come out good so far.
Students need not express fears
for now, but if current Reagan
proposals come through, then it
will spell disaster for students,
according to Bromeland.
On
the
economic
front,
Bromeland suggests that the

president's policies just might not
be working. His suggestion hinges
on the point that Reaganomics is
based on stimulating investments.
The fact that the economy is in a
recession shows that investors are
not taking any risks, he said.
To turn the ailing economy
around, Bromeland suggests that
the president repeal the tax cuts.
Bromeland considers dangerous
the people's perception that
Reagan's economic plans favor the
rich. The perception, he said, is
dangerous because it leads to
"distrust, cynicism, and an
unhealthy attitude in the political
system."

COACT helps people at all levels
by Steward Wolk
Ever feel government wasn't
listening to your concerns? Winona
County Citizens Organizations
Acting Together (COACT) wants
to help.
COACT is an organization which
helps citizens and groups get their
concerns heard at the state and
local level. The organization is
made up of low and moderate
income people who work together
to solve problems. These problems
included: getting the city of Winona
to put a stop sign at a dangerous
intersection to making oil
companies pay a fair share of taxes
to Minnesota, according to a
COACT brochure.

Brian Aldrich, professor of
sociology, said "COACT doesn't
speak for individuals like the
Minnesota Public Interest Research
Group (MPIRG)."

for COACT, said the organization is
"trying to find and develop people
to accomplish their goals. We need
to motivate people."

"All actions, such as lobbying,
have to be done by individuals.
COACT does help people articulate
their concerns and direct them to
the right channels," he said.

Goals the organization has
accomplished include keeping a
truck route off Second Street, city
representation at NSP public
hearings and a bill requiring major
corporations to pay the state an
additional $65 million in 1982.

Co-chairman of COACT in
Winona Marsha Bambenek says
"Students are citizens (of Winona)
while they're here. Our group tries
to stick with local issues by
forming a task force. An example
of an issue concerning students
would be lowering NSP rates."

An aspect of Reagan's proposals
that has drawn hues and cries, both
from Congress and the public, is
the huge defense budget.
The president has justified the
need for increased military
spending as a mandatory step
toward countering the "Soviet
threat." "The proposal to increase
defense spending is a tremendous
waste," said Bromeland.

specific by determining just what
exactly "our defense needs and
goals are." This is where to start
shaping a good defense policy,
according to Bromeland.

While suggesting that the
president take a closer look at
defense spending, Bromeland
considers the "Soviet threat" as
"a vague expression. Threaten
what?" he says.

He says Reagan has to be more

Winonan editorial staff applications
Applications for the editorial staff of the 1982-83 edition of the

Winonan are now available in the Student Senate office in the
Smog, Kryzsko Commons and the Winonan office, 113 Phelps
Hall.
The positions open are: editor in chief, news editor, photo
editor, entertainment/arts editor, and sports editor.
Any student may apply. Applications must be received by
May 10 (election day).

Show You Really Care
Share the responsibility for birth control with her. SEMCAC
Family Planning offers birth control education sessions for
partners. Contact us at 452.4307 or find us in the Yellow
Pages under clinics.
SEMCAC Family Planning
64% W. 5th
Winona, MN 55987

Steve O'Neil, regional director

Pregnant?
and afraid?
There is a friend who cares.

B

irthri g ht

452-2421

free pregnancy test

free confidential help

New Customer Coupon
If you've never been
to Gentlemen's
Quarters we'll give
you $2.00 Off your
next hair cut. At
Gentlemen's Quarters
we take a full half
hour, cut your hair
wet and blow it dry
for $8.00. Take
advantage of this
coupon and your
cost is $6.00.
Expires May 29, 1982

6entlanat's .2autva
of Winona, Incorporated
Westgate Shopping Center, Winona, MN. 454-1580

Pitchers of Beer or Pop Every
Monday and Tuesday Evening
with Purchase of Any

1

Mankato
Owaton na — Albert Lea
Owatonna
Rochester — LaCrosse
Northfield — Winona
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`Townies' like KQ too
Dear Editor:
A swirl of rumors concerning
program changes at KQAL-radio is
making the rounds throughout
Winona, and not just on campus. A
massive infusion of "public radio"
type programming seems in the
offering. May I share my thoughts
and opinions concerning KQAL?
I have listened to KQ since it
opened shop, from 40 to 70 hours
per week while at work. They have
grown, expanded their format, and
I like what I hear! I enjoy the
commercial free format of news,
special-interest programs, and
music. In addition, I feel that
KQAL has accomplished several
worthy goals.
In my opinion, KQAL must do
the following. First, it must
educate its staffers in the day-today operations of a radio station.
This has been accomplished
admirably. Besides being a
rewarding extra-curricular
experience for all staffers, witness
the number of professional radio
and television employees that have
graduated from KQ.
Second, KQAL must fulfill its
news and public service obligations
as mandated by FCC regulations.
KQ's news, special-interest
programs and public service spots
have done this to my satisfaction.
Third, because of its affiliation
with WSU, KQ should provide
"educational" programs. This has
been done from the outset. My
favorites have included
"Smithsonian on the Air," "The
Henry Hull Show," "KQ Classical
Music Hour," and "Across the
Atlantic." KQAL's new "Midday"
series continues this fine tradition.
Most importantly, however, to
accomplish these goals KQAL
must find an audience. To do this
KQAL must complete with many
already established local and
regional stations. KQ has found its

News Editor
Photo Editors
Arts Editors

Sports Editor
Editorial Adviser

Leigh Davis
Casey W. Lake
Kevin Schmidt
Carolyn Goetzinger
Wendy Zauss
Ross Evavold
Dr. Sandra Bennett

where El Salvador was ...
This sioclents Is *he

FALKLAND ISLANDS!

Mr. Bruce Brady states in an
April 7 letter to the Winonan:
KQAL must "service the public
interest as an educational noncommercial radio station." He
further states, "There is no
commercial radio station on the
face of the earth that allows an
employee to play anything they
want, or dictate station policies."
It seems Mr. Brady serves two
masters — commerical and noncommercial (public) radio. Staffers
of KQAL, too, must balance these
interests. I feel that KQ does serve
the public. Moreover, only by
establishing listenership can KQ
present any of its "educational"
offerings. KQAL has established
this listenership with a large music
format.
I feel that a major change in
KQ's format would be counterproductive. A great increase in
"educational" programming might
satisfy special interests, but the
bulk of KQ's current listeners could
be lost, and I seriously doubt that
Winonans loyal to other stations
will abandon their favorites and
flock to KQAL, under any format.
Indeed, what would be the value of
a radio station with more watts
than listeners?
Sure, KQAL has had some
problems - what enterprise doesn't.
However, KQ has — and still is —
working them out. It's current
offering of news and specialinterest programs - within largely
a music format - satisfies a great
many Winonans. KQAL is a proven
product; must, its very success be
the cause of its demise? I hope not.
R.A. Gehlhaart, Jr.

The Winonan is written and edited by and for the students of Winona State University and is
published weekly except June, July, and August and exam periods.
Subscriptions available from the Business Manager at a rate of $8 annually or $3 quarterly.
'
Address all changes in mailing addresses to the Business Manager.
Address all correspondence to: Editor, Winonan. Offices located at 113 Phelps Hall. Telephone
457-2158.
Deadline for non•staff copy is 3:00 p.m. the preceding Thursday.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and National Council of College Publications Advisers.
Winona State University is an equal opportunity employer and adheres to the provisions of Title IX
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs.
Dan Day

month in
Geo_srap j , we learned

nitch by offering Winonans a
listening alternative that has been
chosen by thousands across town.
KQAL's progressive sound has
given Winona-area young people a
station that they can identify with.
These listeners are not only college
students, but "townies" as well.

wiNONAN

Editor in Chief

Lest

Columnists

Financial Manager
Advertising Manager
Advertising

Financial Adviser

Sharon Rooney
Paul Burmeister
Visa Jinadu
J. Kevin Dehlin
Mark Savoie
Steve Day
Art Wagner
Dave Roble
Dr. John Kane

Students should seek jobs now
Dear Editor:
Summer is nearing, and the job
market is looking grim. It seems as
though the employment situation
in Minnesota, as well as in other
states, offers little opportunity for
the presently unemployed college
student.
The job market is scarce, yet
many college students do not
realize this fact. They are confident
about finding a good paying job
this summer because they have
never had any trouble finding one
in the past. But if they wait much
longer, they may find themselves
unemployed this summer.
According to a representative
from the Winona Job Service in
Winona, job opportunities are
quite tight, and as a result
unemployment is quite high. The
representative stated that
companies, firms and other
businesses, which have rarely laid
off their workers in the past, are
now laying off large numbers of
their employees. In Winona, one
firm laid off 80 of its employees last
week while another firm, which
had never laid off any of its

workers before, laid off thirty-five
of its employees. This situation is
alarming because the companies
and firms, which lay off their
experienced workers, will not even
consider an application from a
college student who is seeking
summer employment.
Some businesses — some of the
largest in Winona — actually have
signs stating that they will not
accept any more applications; this
situation is tragic for the
unemployed college student.
Another representative from the
Career Center in Edina, Minn.
called last summer the worst
summer for job opportunities in
twenty years, and the
representative from Winona
predicted this summer to be the
same or even worse than last
summer.
With such a prediction for the
upcoming summer, the outlook for
job opportunities is not bright. Do

Too

KQAL letter
`out of line'

Donald Eischens

b ad +he Bishop

botAtit vn\i inakAtgences-

I am appalled, to say the least,
by Bruce D. Brady's letter of April
7.

0
o

Through several of his statements, Mr. Brady implied that the
staff members of KQAL are
constantly "dictating policy." Let
me assure your readers that any
policy changes made at KQAL are
made by the general manager and
the program director, as is the case
in any commercial radio station.

Continued on Page 5

The summer of 1982 is near, and
college students everywhere
should be seriously considering
what their summer employment is
going to be. Minnesota, as well as
other states in our country, does
not offer many jobs to the summer
employee, so college students
should seek employment now to
give themselves a better chance in
obtaining a job.

reco8nized.
cwlcil es-ticks whet-, T.

Dear Editor:

Concerning
Mr.
Brady's
comments, "wake up and smell the
coffee," and "After sending out
their 200th audition tape without

not panic, though, because there is
still time to find a job, but do not be
like one upcoming Winona State
University freshman who waited
until the first week in June (1981)
to look for a job. As a result, he
could only find a steady, supportive
job after three weeks of consistent
job seeking. Instead, seek
employment soon because there
is a better probability of obtaining
a summer job today than there will
be tomorrow.

Chas

■,,c.rsov■

0
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`Abortion Tree' insulted freedoms
Dear Editor:

by Sharon Rooney
There has been a great deal of unnecessary complaining going on
around campus lately. Students talk about feeling cheated. by SCAC or
dissatisfied with the Winonan and disappointed with KQAL. That's
where the problem lies: it's only talk.
Verbal expressions which lack the intentions of constructive
measures are, more or less, useless. While it is true that our world
revolves on differing opinions, the opinions that have impact and
produce change are the ones that are voiced at the i approprite places
by persons willing to get involved.
For instance, a complaint was made concerning the Winonan's neglect
in producing a story about a campus activity which, it was felt,
deserved coverage. The editors were dompetely unaware of the
activity and therefore did not assign anyone to it. This situation could
have easily been avoided.
Anyone with a story idea-is currently (and always has been) invited
to put their suggestion on the board in the Winonan office. By coming
into the office and voicing an opinion you would be demonstrating the
active participation that is necessary to produce change.
The Social Cultural Activities Committee has recently been a target
of controversy. SCAC is responsible for providing students with social
and cultural activities. If you feel cheated by the activities SCAC has
sponsored, then join the club and have a say as to how SCAC spends
their budget.
On the other hand, if you are quite satisfied with the presentations
SCAC has provided for the students this year then let them know.
Speak out and be heard by persons willing to listen.
KQAL has decided to incorporate music and education programs
into their next year's scheduling. If you feel that you have something
to offer KQAL, then take the initiative and develop programs for the
station.
The same principle applies to other campus organizations such as
IRHC, and the Film Society, Student Senate and BCA. All of the clubs
mentioned here depend on active participation by students in order to
function properly and serve the students the best they can.
It's easy to complain about the clubs on campus, but unless those
complaints are directed to the clubs themselves by persons willing to
step in and help, they will go unheard.

I strongly object to the tone of
religious intolerance displayed
in the "Abortion Tree" item which
appeared two weeks in • the
Winonan. The implication of the
piece is clearly that pro-choice
people who believe in a woman's
right to privacy and reproductive
freedom are anti-God and antiChrist.
On the contrary, the majority of
Protestant denominations support
a woman's right to make decisions
about family planning and abortion
herself, in consultation with her
family, her doctor, her
clergyperson, and according to the

KQAL
Continued from Page 4
one nibble," I'll simply. respond by
saying that after sending out only
two audition tapes, I was hired by
WIZM AM/FM in LaCrosse. The
decision to hire me, made by the
program director, was based
almost entirely on my experience
at KQAL, not to mention several
ex-staff members that are working
throughout the country as
professional broadcasters. True,
many aspiring disc-jockeys aren't
quite as lucky, but isn't 200 a bit
outrageous?
The thing that upset me most
about Mr. Brady's letter was, the
comment: "I see bleeding hearts
throwing child-like temper
tantrums, crying and bawling their

dictates of her own conscience.
These denominations believe that
the most meaningful ethical
decisions are those which are made
without coercion.

Their beliefs are insulted and their
freedoms threatened by the
unknown author of this item and by
people like Robert Schultz who
promulgate it.

The U.S. is a religiously
pluralistic society, and millions of
devout Christians are pro-choice.

Sandra Bennett
Associate professor,
English/Mass Communications

KQ manager speaks
Dear Editor:
This concerns Bruce Brady's
letter of April 7. I will be to the
point. KQAL management has not,
does not and will not allow
students to dictate station policy
or play anything they want.
Students who try to do so do not
eyes out," especially considering
that immediatley upon receiving
the constructive criticism of
KQAL's chief announcer, it was
Bruce Brady that left the staff of
KQAL in a fit of child-like anger. I
see Mr. Brady's letter as one of
sour grapes.
After reading through this letter
several times I could not find one
statement that is justified,
including the statement that it's a
wonder that the Federal
Communications Commission
hasn't revoked KQAL's license.
There is no reason for any such
action. KQAL has operated, since
its initial sign-on, under the strict
guidelines of the FCC without
deviation.

last long at KQAL. Mr. Brady, a
former KQAL announcer, should
know this since he has experienced
it firsthand.
Scott Bremer
KQAL FM Student Manager
Program Director
transmitter license as a noncommercial educational station.
There are no requirments under
FCC regulations that stipulate any
particular amounts of educational
programming. Let us also
remember that, -educational, in this
case, refers to the education of
students in the operation of a radio
station, not exclusively to the
education of its audience.
Finally, let me say that the only
"shoddy" management that I've
seen in my two years at KQAL was
that of KQAL's summer 1981
production director (Bruce Brady).
I applied for this position in the fall
of 1981 simply because, during his
term of management, nothing was
done by Mr. Brady to advance this
department in any way. _

The FCC granted KQAL a

Bill Cieminski
Production Director KQAL FM

Around
the World
,

by Yiso Jinadu

"On behalf of the administration I really like to thank all the
students and other people regarding this night," said acting President
Helen Popovich. "I thank you all foreign students who are so gracious
to share their culture with us."
She was speaking at the annual International Dinner and Evening of
Enteitainment Saturday in the East Cafeteria of the Kryzsko
Commons sponsored by the Winona State International Students.
In his _comments, Dr. John Kane, vice president for Student Affairs,
referred to the evening as a special occasion as the first function on
campus for WSU President Robert Hanson, who was in attendance
with his wife Helen.
Hanson had been recuperating at home from the Dec. 17 surgery at
St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, for a brain aneurism which was caused
when blood collected at a blocked portion of a blood vessel.
On behalf of all WSU foreign students I wish our good friend
Hanson a quick recovery.
Clark Kerr recently pointed out, "We will never overcome the
typically American feeling that if we can only make clear where we sit,
all reasonable people everywhere will agree with the correctness ofour policy stance instead of stubbornly holding to their own."
He added that only by sitting in another's place can we learn that
there are real and legitimate conflicts of values and interests among
the peoples of the world, as well as a common core of humanity and
concern about our mutual planetary home.
"Sitting in another's place" can begin on a local level by becoming
acquainted with International Students, by listening to their point of
view, even though we may sometimes find ourselves in disagreement.
Such a dialogue is a beginning to - understanding the complexities of
foreign cultures and the link which exists between global issues and
our daily lives.
My sincere thanks to all the people who were involved in making the
evening a great moment for everyone. And above all, my deepest
appreciation for all of you who "sit in another's place" and I hope to see
you all next year.

51

GUI

FISH N CHIPS
35 2 Batterfried Cod Filets,
French Fries & Tartar Sauce

CHEF SALAD
5105 French, 1000 Island,
Blue Cheese, Low Cal,
New Buttermilk Dressing.

COMPLETE DAIRY BAR
Sundaes, Splits, Floats, Cones,
Parfaits, Bronc Busters.
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entertainment C8 ,arts
Esvang's show;

`A one-man theatre-o the-mind'
by Monica Gaska
"This is Mr. Esvang's farewell! I
haven't seen it yet, but I heard it
was good." — Clive Barnes.
That is what a critic might say
about "Live at Raphael's Silver
Cloud Lounge," junior Richard
Esvang's solo show April 28 at the
PAC Main Stage.
According to Esvang, the show
portrays five characters speaking
of their dreams and hopes through
experiences they have had. "It's a
one-man theater-of-the-mind," says
Esvang, adding that it's both
humorous and dramatic.
The idea for the show came to
Esvang one day while he was
singing along to Tom Waits'
"Emotional Weather Report." He
said to himself, "Hey, I could do
this song, "I'm going to build a show
around this song."
Planning for the show began
after spring break when he read
through 26 plays in four days.

Quickly typing out possible
monologues here and scenes there
to get material for the show, he
narrowed the characters to a blues
singer, an old timer, an ex-hippie,
an actor and a young man.
According to Esvang, the show
is patterned after a blues club
down the street from his Chicago
home. "It was incredibly dingy,
horrible and rat-infested, but they
had wonderful fries."
Two WSU students, pianist Jim
Harrington and saxist Rob
Krueger bring the characters to
life through transitions of blues
music. "They both play an
especially integral part," says
Esvang.
Esvang said he chose Harrington
because of his stage ability, and
Krueger for his stage experience
and ability to transpose music.
"The music gives it a real intimate
feeling."
Esvang says he structured the,
show like a play, with him playing

all the roles. He also sings three
blues songs.
Most theater majors put on a
senior acting recital but since this
is Esvang's last year at WSU he
was encouraged to put one on also.
The decision did not come easy.
After deliberating whether or not
he could handle all the
responsibility to pull off a good
show, he finally said yes.
He thought some people might
brush the show off as, "01' Richard
going out for all the glory he can
get, which isn't true." He adds,
"My first goal is to put on a good
show, a show everyone can relate
to."

A strict rehearsal schedule of four
and a half hours a day, five days a
week is important to Esvang who
wants to "become real comfortable
with the roles so I can play with
the audience." He hopes the
audience interaction, along with
WSU mime group "Quotidian"
ushering audience members to
their seats, will give the show a
definite "live" feeling.
"I've
tried
to
construct
something that is entertaining and
thought provoking — and it's better
than TV," he adds smiling. He says
he intentionally chose a
Wednesday night because it's a
particularly bad TV night.
Esvang, who has acted in over 28
productions, takes acting very
seriously. He likens it with
athletics. "I admire athletes; they
put their mind, body and soul into
it. They are tuned. It's a religion to
them." He adds, "everytime I do a
show I have to get myself tuned."
Esvang, the regional winner for
both the Irene Ryan Acting
Scholarship Award and the

Another goal of Esvang's is to
get a full house. "I'd send an
invitation to everyone on campus,
but I can't afford it," he says.
According to Esvang the show
has had its difficulties. He
competes for rehearsal time with
the children's play which he leads
in also.

American College Talent Search,
says he couldn't be happy doing
anything else. He's been
everything from a car mechanic to
a salesman in a posh downtown
Chicago store.
To Esvang acting is truly an
art. "The art is in the fact that I
transpose literature, tangible
words and take my tangible self
with my mind and body and turn it
into magic. And that magic is what
we actors call art."
This will be Esvang's last
performance in WSU theater. He
encourages all to attend saying,
"Come and see the show and you'll
see me in my prime and I'm going
to be hot!"
"Live at Raphael's Silver Cloud
Lounge," lasts approximately 40-45
minutes beginning at 8 p.m. in the
PAC Main Stage. The show is free
and no tickets are needed.

International Dinner:
A taste of the world
by Wendy Zauss

Norway, Malaysia, Bangladesh,
and a Tae Kwon Do demonstration.

WSU faculty members and students enjoying an international cuisine.

. STEVENAPPS

If only all the hands that reach
could touch.

Recognition must go out to the
international students for their
At the International Dinner time, effort and planning in the
Saturday evening, a touch was felt. preparation of the food and
organizing the entertainment. The
A festive soiree of food, evening was flawless.
entertainment and warmth was
inspired by the event. The food
Making
his
first
public
featured the touch of 11 countries, appearance since his illness was
and constituted a rich taste of the President Hanson, looking healthy
many lands. and enjoying the evening.
Views of other cultures were
The international students have
enlightened by an international paved a path to aid our community
fashion show with clothing from in a direction of global
different native lands, songs from understanding.

Low turnout hampers
pool/video tournament
The theme for Saturday's Video
and Pool Tournament could have
been, "where have all the players
gone?" The tournament, sponsored
by Up & Co., did not draw as many
participants as expected.
Games and Recreations Chairperson Bill McKinley said people
surveyed showed definite interest
but had not signed up to
participate. Others signed up, but
did not show.
Of the three video games
scheduled, Centipede was
scratched because the only two
people signed up did not play. Even
though several had signed up, only
two people each played Ms.

Pacman and Tempest. Freshman
Tom Desens had high score on Ms.
Pacman while sophomore Kurt
Maki took Tempest. Maki curently
holds several of Tempest's top
scores.
More pool players participated
in the tobrnament; however,
according to senior Tim Houlihan,
there were "a lot of guys who are
really good" who did not
participate. Dave Grotta, who
defeated Jose Soto for the pool
championship said, "Jose is a good
player, but a lot of good players
weren't here; it would have been a
whole different tournament if they
had been."
John Wagner and Houlihan were
finalists in pool competition.

KEVINSCHMIDT

by Cathy Lee Cieminski

First place finisher Dave Grotta lines up a shot during Up & Co.'s pool/video tournament Saturday.
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Voicewriter
by Paul Burmeister

The guitarist — probably the musician most important to
contemporary music. Think of rock's great guitarists — Hendrix of
course, Townshend and Richards, Clapton and Page, Van Halen and
Walsh, Jones (Mick) and Jones (Steve), to name a few.
More and more, the guitarist is playing the lead in jazz, too; thanks
maybe to the impact and decline of fusion, but thanks more likely to
the much earlier work of Django Reinhardt, Charlie Christian and Wes
Montgomery.
The present generation of jazz guitarists is young and different. If
there is a leader among them, it would have to be John McLaughlin,
considering his accomplishments and influence. He is probably the
best example of what's best of the new breed: a strong understanding
of both rock and jazz, a mastery of the instrument (electric and
acoustic), and not just a technical mastery, but a mastery powered by
the musician's passion and soul.
Besides McLaughlin, the present generation includes Al Di Meola,
Ralph Towner, Larry Coryell, Earl Klugh, John Abercrombie, Philip
Catherine, Steve Khan, Pat Martino, Pat Metheny and Terje Rypdal.
An excellent sampler of their work might include McLaughlin's The
Inner Mounting Flame and Belo Horizonte, Di Meola's Splendido
Hotel, Abercrombie and Towner's Sargasso Sea, Coryell and
Catherine's Splendid, Khan's Evidence, Metheny's 80/81 and Rypdal's
Waves.
Now, why have I listed these men and spent precious space writing
about them? Not to snub rock musicians or to pander to the likes of
friends and myself, but to let you know about some great music that I
really think you'd like. Really.
I chose this group of musicians because they represent one element
of music that you might already be fond of — the guitarist.

Formal to dress up students
by Wendy Zauss
"There has to be something
more than downtown," said Dennis
McGinnis president of Inter
Residence Hall Council. Coming up
on April 30th, there will be.
IRHC is sponsoring a spring
formal at the Hilltop Bar and
Ballroom in Fountain City, Wis., a
couple of miles out of Winona.
The idea of a formal dance has
come up in the past, but according
to McGinnis, this will be the first
time IRHC will try it.

some money if you have a date. dance, liquor is an option."
Tickets are $5 per couple and $3 a
Tickets will be sold Monday and
single. "We really don't know what
to expect since it's our first time," Tuesday in the dorms, or they may
be purchased in the IRHC/Housing
he said.
office after those dates. Up to 425
Students wishing to drink at the tickets can be sold. People needing
formal will be able to buy liquor at rides to the dance can check the
the Hilltop, but according to ride board located in the IRHC
McGinnis, "We're promoting a office.

r

"At first there was a lot of
opposition, but in the end, we all
agreed to it," he said. In the past,
the success of formal dances has
not been good, but with hope, said
McGinnis, this one will be a
success. He hopes it will become a
"yearly thing" if it works this
spring.

Ni COUPON

LAKEVIEVI/
DRIVE-IN
JUST EAST OF THE
SOFTBALL FIELDS

5e Ice Cream Cone

If you have no one to ask, it's no
problem, though you may save

or Drink

Photo of the Week

with purchase of

WSU students are encouraged to submit photographs for
Photo of the Week to the
Winonan, 113 Phelps. Photos
must be in black and white
and will be used at the
discretion of the Photo and
Arts editors.

any size cone or drink
Expires 4-28-82

Treasures Galore

.

Nearly New Clothing
200 W. 3rd
Good Spring and Summer
Selection for Everyone
Open Wed.-Fri. 9-4, Sat. 2-4
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in the following communities:
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•events•events•events•events•events
April 21-23, Wednesday-Friday
Exhibit: Visual Perspectives
Somsen Gallery
119 Somsen
9-11 a.m. & 1-3 p.m.
Exhibit: Senior Art Exhibit
Mary Coughlan
Paul Schollmeier
CST Art Center
Exhibit: Art by Molly Rohe
& Dean Nagel
Watkins Gallery
Play: The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe
PAC Main Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Film: Harold and Maude
120 Pasteur
7:30 p.m.
April 21-29, Wednesday-Thursday
Exhibit: The Labors of the Months:
Five Centuries of Calendar Art
Maxwell Library foyer

April 23-28, Friday-Wednesday
Musical: Can-Can
Saint Mary's College
8 p.m.
April 23, Friday
Concert: Saint Mary's College Jazz
Ensemble
Saint Mary's College Center
Lounge
7 p.m.
April 24, Saturday
Tourney: WSU Frisbee Club
Lake Park
10 a.m.
Benefit: Dinner, Concert & Square
Dance
Central United Methodist Church
114 W. Broadway
5:30 p.m.
Workshop: New Directions in the
Arts
Winona Art Center, Inc.
Soft Sculpture

SUMMER JOBS
11 Weeks Work required.
$2,100.00 Minimum

Major Midwe-stern Corporation has openings for
Summer work in the following areas:

9 a.m.-noon
Mixed Media Color
1-4 p.m.

MINNESOTA
Winona
Red Wing
Rochester
Caledonia
Austin
Zumbrota
Cannon Falls
Owatonna
Mpls.ISt. Paul

April 25, Sunday
Golf Tourney: WSU Frisbee Club
WSU campus course
11 a.m.
April 26-May 3, Monday-Monday
Exhibit: Photographs by Eliot
Tienter & Mary Zell
Somsen Gallery
119 Somsen
April 26-May 7, Monday-Friday
Exhibit: Artists 3
Watkins Gallery
8 a.m.-5 p.m. (Monday-Friday)

Interviews One Day Only:
Thurs. April 22, noon-4:00 p.m.
Kryzsko Commons Dining Rooms C & D

Just a phone
call away...

high frequency

...hot, mouth watering pizza!
Made with our special blend of
sauce and natural cheese and
topped with your favorite items!

A schedule of programming on KQAL

Thursday

We'll delivery your hot, delicious
pizza to your door within thirty
minutes at no additional charge.

10 a.m.

Coffee, Toast and Jazz
Material-Memory Serves
11 a.m.
Midday
6 p.m.
Henry Hull Show
9 p.m.
Acetate Review
Frankie & The Knockouts - Below The Belt
Friday
11 a.m.
Midday
Specials Lit
7 p.m.
Greg Kihn Band
Saturday
2 p.m.
Classic Album Review
Jimi Hendrix - Axis: Bold As Love
9 p.m.
Revolution Rock Show (457-2900)
Sunday
6 p.m.
Silly Sundays
9 p.m.
Sunday Night Softly
Monday
11 a.m.
Midday
7 p.m.
Tracking Force
Outlaws - Los Hombres Maio
Tuesday
11 a.m.
Midday
7 p.m.
On Stage Live
9 p.m.
Country Funkin'
Frizzle/West - The David Frizzle &
Shelly West Album
American FM news can be heard at 38 minutes past the hour.

Chico's
La Catina

Winona's
Newest & Finest
Lounge
Stop in and check out
Chico's famous
game room.

Chico's
La Catina
151 East 3rd

WISCONSIN
LaCrosse
Arcadia
Eau Claire
Praire du Chein
Durand
Tomah
Decorah, IA

We're number one in fast, free
delivery, and just a phone call
away...

Fast, Free Delivery

909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700

Our drivers carry less than $10
Limited delivery area
C Copyright 1980 Domino's Pizza Inc.

I

I
I
I

$2

1

Off a large,
2-item pizza!
$2.00 off any 16" 2-item

or more pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: Expires: 5/15/82

Fast, Free Delivery

II

909 W. Fifth St.
Phone: 454-6700
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Errors still haunt baseball team in split
by Ross Evavold
Both Friday and Saturday, Gary
Grob's crew came out and won the
first game of their doubleheaders
with Moorhead State. If those
second games hadn't been played,
the Warriors would be sitting atop
the NIC baseball standings with a
4-0 mark.
As it is, WSU owns a 4-2 record,
having been able to score only one
run in each of the nightcaps against
the Dragons. Earlier in the week
the club had swept a twinbill from
Southwest State in the Warriors
home opener.
Errors once again plagued
Winona in Saturday's action.

During the entire last season, the
Warriors committed 73 miscues.
Following the spring trip, this
year's club was one short of last
season's total. Five WSU errors
helped Moorhead win the last
game of the series 5-1, despite
Moorhead getting only three hits.
Jon Wisecup won his first game
of the season in Saturday's first
game, giving up just two hits.
Catcher Rick Lilla clubbed a
double and a home run for Winona.
Steve Doehne, who is leading the
team in batting with a .361
average, collected three hits in
Friday's opener and the Warriors
edged Moorhead 4-3. Carl Kruger
is right behind Doehne, hitting at a

.352 clip, and was also three for
four.
Greg Verthein scattered four
hits over seven innings and picked
up his fourth win against one loss.
But in the second game of the
day, Winona was guilty of a couple
more errors, and their only hits of
the game were five singles. Pete
Johnson took the loss.
"We did not get a bad
performance out of any of our six
pitchers this weekend," said Grob.
"But defensively we are not
helping them at all. I'm at that
point where I'm willling to try
anything.

Golfers win Rochester tourney
by Ross Evavold
In last week's men's golf
preview, coach Dwight Marston
predicted that his team would be
tough to beat this spring. Well, if
that statement is any indication of
his prowess as a forecaster, then
perhaps he could lend the
meteorologists a hand, too.
In its first meet of the second
season, WSU brought home the
title in the eight-team Rochester
Invitational at Willow Creek Golf
Course last Wednesday.
The Warriors won the meet
handily with a 312 total stroke
score, while Normandale
finished
College
Community
second at 328. The "WSU White,"

as Marston calls his second team,
placed third at 334.
The 27-hole meet was shortened
to 18 holes due to rain. Three
Warriors tied for medalist honors
by shooting rounds of 77. John
Buck, Brett Barcel and Brad
Leivermann led the pack, with
Mike Jeffrey only a stroke behind
at 78. Sam Drodofski posted an 81,
Mike Rukavina had an 83, and
Craig Weise shot an 85.
"I was quite pleased with our
performance," said Marston,
"because it was windy and by the
time our last group came in, it had
already started to rain."
Marston said his team took more
putts than they should have, but

attributed that partially to the wet
greens, which slowed the putts
down quite a bit.
There were seven meets on the
original schedule, but Marston said
that was in case of rain-outs. "We
are better off," he pointed out, "for
our guys to work on their game and
get in a lot of golf, than to run 100
miles and play."
If they continue to shoot 77's and
78's and have strong putting,
Marston once again thinks his team
will be at, or near, the top of the
standings Friday at the University
of Minnesota Spring Invitational.
Remember, his prognostication
last week couldn't have been more
accurate.

"Definitely, there is a lack of
concentration," he continued.
"Maybe I'm running out of using
that as a reason, but that's what I
still see it as. We made two foolish
errors, where we had them trapped
and we hit the runner with the ball.
That's inexcusable."
The Warriors coach said he had
reached a point where he was
seriously considering making some
changes. "We can't make these
mistakes in the field, or our season
is not only going to be longer, but it
will be a long one," he said.

Rich Meier, who is averaging a
hit in every three trips to the plate
this season, went two for two in the
home opener, including a basesempty smash to the press box in
right-center. Meier sprained his
back after Friday's games, and sat
out the next two. He was expected
to be back in the lineup yesterday
against UM-Morris.
Lilla also hit a solo shot with the
ball landing on the railroad tracks
past the left field fence. The
Warriors hit two more homers in
the second game, with Tom
Sawyer clouting a round tripper in
the fourth, and Steve Stalker's
pinch hit two-run shot into right
field in the sixth.

The Warriors made April 13 a
long one for Southwest, taking a 42 decision in the opener before
burying them 16-6 in six innings.
Upcoming Sports Events
Date
Event
Wed. 21
Softball vs. UW-LaCrosse (make-up)
Women's tennis vs. UW-LaCrosse
Thurs. 22 Men's track at Drake Relays
Men's tennis vs. Mankato State
Fri. 23
Men's track at Drake Relays
Baseball vs. Northern State
Women's tennis at Luther College
Tournament
Men's golf at Mankato State Invitational
Men's golf at U of Minn. Invitational
Sat. 24
Men's track at Drake Relays
Baseball vs. Northern State
Women's track vs. Macalester College
Softball vs. UW-LaCrosse (Noon)
Women's tennis at Luther College
Tournament
Women's golf at Gustavus Adolphus
Invitational
Sun 25
Men's track at Drake Relays
Tues. 27
Men's tennis vs. St. Mary's
(3 p.m. at St. Mary's)
Women's golf - WSU Invitational
(8:30 a.m.)
Baseball vs. Southwest State

Site
LaCrosse
LaCrosse
Des Moines
Mankato
Des Moines
Aberdeen, SD
Decorah, IA
Mankato
Minneapolis
Des Moines
Aberdeen, SD
St. Paul
Home
Decorah, IA
St. Peter, MN
Des Moines, IA
Winona
Home
Marshall, MN
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Men's track fifth;
women place sixth
by Libbie Kershaw

against approximately 150 other
schools.

Bob Warner and Brenda Root led
Osakue, who came here from
the WSU men's and women's track Nigeria, also placed in two sprint
teams in the 13-team Norse Relays events in the Iowa State
at Luther College last Saturday. — Invitational April 12 in Ames.

Keister is also hopeful with
sophomore Brian Guillette.
Guillette threw the javelin 173'8",
the second best throw in WSU
history. This was Guillette's first
track meet throwing the • javelin.
Last year he was the team's
leading shot putter.
Randy Knowles finished fourth
in the high jump, and also ran in
two of the relays.
The Warriors came in third
place in the 400-meter relay with
the team of Warner, Knowles, Jeff
Lindell and Enofe Osakue.
The same four placed fourth in
the 800-meter relay, and will travel
to the Drake Relays in Des Moines,
Iowa, this weekend and complete

He finished second in the 100meter dash at 10.94 seconds. He
placed fourth in the 200-meter dash
at 22.8 seconds.
The women's team tied for sixth
in their portion, and once again
Brenda Root paced the Warriors.
She ran to a second place finish in
the 400-meter hurdles, and was
part of the 440-meter relay team
that placed third. Sue Muelken,
Mindy Lubben and Linda Seidl
were the others on the relay team.
Also _ placing high during the
weekend was Linda Gustafson,
who was third in the shot put.
"I think we did quite well," coach
Marjorie Moravec said of her
team's first outdoor meet.
"LaCrosse and Central (Iowa) were
dominating everything, and it was
just kind of a toss up to see who
else could place."
The women tracksters have an
outdoor meet up at Macalester
College in St. Paul Saturday, and
then go to St. Cloud State for their
last meet before the conference
meet May 7-8 at Mankato.

Sophomore outfielder Steven Stalker rounds the bases and receives congratulations from coach Gary Grob after
smashing a pinch-hit home run in the Warriors 16-6 win over Southwest State.

Intramural softball highlights

This Week's

Warehouse Specials
• Miller - 6 Packs

The intramural softball season
got under way last week, one week
later than scheduled, with Tuesday
and Wednesday games. The
Winonan would like to thank those
captains who took time after the
game to write highlights on the
back of the scorecard, and ask for
your continuing cooperation.
Here are the highlights from last
week:

• Pabst - 6 Packs
• Schmidt - 12 Packs
• Schmidt Light - 12 Packs
• Blatz Cases

April 13 (men): Rick Storlie led
Liquid Intelligence to their first
victory, 10-9 over the Btatz
Brothers. Storlie also got a
balanced attack from Pat Nogle,
Bruce Sixty and Chris Hanson...
Trailing by three runs in the fifth
inning, Mels Missionarks scored
eight runs to take the lead, and
won 11-6...

April 14 (women): Sue Ripp
scored the winning run as the High
Lifers came back in the last inning
to beat the Mad Whackers 12-11.
In other intramural news, the
department has planned two
special events this quarter, the
first of which will take place this
weekend.
Pabst
Blue
Ribbon,
in
cooperation with the intramural
department,
is
sponsoring

• Old Milwaukee Cases

Warehouse
..0gLiquors
• ips
"From Warehouse
to Your House"
452-1821

A seven-run second inning
opened the game up for the
Keggers, .and sparkling infield by
Alex Theobald enabled them to
hold on and beat Charlie's 11-1...
Tim Houlihan and Bill Bartelson
supplied the offensive punch with
three hits apiece, as the Wailers. III
drubbed Apocolypse 17-0...
The turning point in Freebase's
8-5 win over Bung-in-jung was
when Freebase tightened their
defense. Kevin Halvorson's smash
in the gap scored the go-ahead
runs...A seven-run sixth inning
helped the Members coast to a 12-4
win over Malajusted...
Consistent hitting sparked the
Softballers to an early lead in their
9-6 victory. Sibbannacs rallied back
with a three-run homer by Huffly,
but fell short.

"Anything Goes." The competition
is open to all WSU students, and
starts around 1:00 this Sunday.
Each team has to be made up of
three men and three women, and
all participants will receive a free
T-shirt. Awards will be provided
by Pabst.
The eight events are the orange
pass, egg relay, thread the needle,
cap hop relay, shoe steal,
bubblegum blow, tug-of-war, and
target frisbee.

Trout team wins
season opener
by Bill Evenson

• Hamms Cases

176 E. THIRD ST.

L EIGHDAVI S

Warner set a school record with
a pole vault of 15', which helped
his team gain fifth place. Coach
Robert Keister remarked that
Warner came close to vaulting
15'9", which would have qualified
him for the nationals in
Sacramento, Calif., this summer.

Anglers were out in force for the
opening of the 1982 trout fishing
season, which began Saturday at
10 a.m.
The fishermen were primarily
using nightcrawlers, and fishing
next to rocks and into deep holes to
try and catch their limit.
While some fishermen braved
the gusting winds to try their hand
at fly fishing, others felt this was
close to impossible due to the
winds and were switching from
flies to minnows.
Some anglers had to do quite a
bit of walking to find a good fishing
hole, while other luckier fishermen
were catching fish in just one or
two spots.
One veteran angler said this was

one of the worst openers at Rush
Creek in 20 years, stating that too
many people were out fishing and
this was spooking the fish.
At one point in the day the trout
were going wild over a mayfly
hatch, but none of the fishermen
had any ,bait that would imitate a
mayfly.
Fish caught in the area on
opening day ranged in size from 10
inches to a reported catch in the
Whitewater River of 22 inches.
Some of the area streams good
for fishing are: Gilmore, Stockton,
Garvin and Peterson. The
Department of Natural Resources,
305 Exchange Building, Winona,
has maps that show the trout
streams in and around the Winona
area.
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Toughest competition upcoming

10% Off Store Wide

Women netters win streak at 6
by Ross Evavold
By all calculations, it shouldn't
have happened. The Warriors
women's tennis team soundly
defeated St. Olaf College last
Wednesday 7-2, and St. Olaf had no
trouble in beating Luther College.
Yet, WSU lost to Luther 6-3.
"We shouldn't have lost to
them," reiterated Warrior coach
Betty Kelley.
In retrospect, it looks like the
Luther loss must have shaken the
team up a little. In its seven
matches since that time, the squad
has gone undefeated. WSU won its
seventh in a row last Saturday
afternoon by thrashing Moorhead
State 7-2 at Moorhead.
That win capped off a perfect 3-0
week. On Friday they tripped up
Bemidji 8-1, and on their home
courts they topped St. Olaf.
But don't think that the Warrior
winning
streak
has
Kelley

envisioning
a
conference
championship, at least not at this
point. "We haven't met our
toughest competition yet," she
noted. "From now on, every match
is tough."
The Warrior netters own a 3-0
conference mark, which puts them
in the lead along with St. Cloud
State, Mankato State and UMDuluth, all of which are
undefeated. That won't be the case
for very long, because all four
teams play each other in the next
couple of weeks.
During the past week WSU did
not lose one doubles match. Sherri
Boettcher and Lori Gianos, Mary
Barlau and Peg Kelley, Annette
Pelach and Mary Jo Kortan were
all undefeated in their three
matches. The team of Boettcher
and Gianos is 7-0 for the year.
In singles action, both Gianos and
Kelley took all three of their
matches. Kelley has come out on
the winning side of all four of her

singles matches, while Gianos has
won her last six, and she didn't let
any opponent last week win more
than four games in any set.
Barlau, who has only lost twice
in singles, Kortan and Pelach all
won two of their three matches,
while WSU's number one singles
player. Boettcher won her match
against St. Olaf.

I

WSU's men's tennis team
squeaked past the College of St.
Thomas 5-4 last Saturday afternoon in St. Paul for their third
straight win. The day before the
Warriors accomplished the same
feat as WSU's women's tennis
team had, by shutting out their St.
Mary's counterparts 9-0.
The difference in their match
with St. Thomas was in the doubles
matches, where the Warriors won
two of three, after splitting the six
singles points.
The number three doubles team
of Dave Kohner and Steve Krueger
won their fourth in a row by
winning sets of 6-4, 6-2. John

Mugford and Tim Staley came
through for the Warriors' other
doubles victory.
It was the middle of the singles
order that kept WSU in contention,
by winning the number three, four
and five matches. Triumphant for
the winners were Mugford, Jim
Van Deinse and Kohner. Van
Deinse has won his last four singles
matches.
In their home match of the week,
the Warriors won the city
championship — for the time
being, at least — by whipping the
Redmen. St. Mary's will have their
chance at revenge, though, this
coming Tuesday on its home court.

footwear, running gear, rackets
& balls in the area

"We really have to get geared
up, not only for our remaining
matches but for the state
tournament," noted Kelley. The
top two teams at the state tourney
will go on to regionals, and the
Warriors have yet to go as a team,
according to Kelley. "I think we
have a good chance this year," she
noted.
This afternoon the Warriors
travel to UW-LaCrosse, and this
weekend will probably get another
shot at Luther when they compete
in the Luther College Tournament
in Decorah, Iowa.

singles, and no Redmen could win
more than three games in a set.
They did win two sets in doubles,
though — both middle ones — but
the Warriors bounced back both
times to win the deciding sets.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"We switched our doubles
pairings around a little bit,"
explained coach Bob Gunner, "and
we have been looking better lately.
The boys really did a good job, both
Friday and Saturday."
They swing back into action
tomorrow afternoon at Mankato
State, and then following the St.
Mary's rematch the squad winds
up its season with the conference
tournament at Duluth April 29May 1.
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St. Mary's failed to win a set in
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Men's tennis team wins two
by Ross Evavold

Largest selection of athletic
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Softball team finally plays; wins 4 of 5
by Ross Evavold
After having their first six
games of the year either postponed
or cancelled, the WSU softball
team was just glad to be able to get
a game in. They had other reasons
to rejoice afterwards, following 2-1
and 9-3 wins over Mankato State a
week ago Wednesday at the West
End recreation field.
They then went on to win two of
three games last weekend — all of
them played last Saturday. The
Bemidji State field, where the
Warriors were slated to play on
Friday, was unplayable, so the
Beavers traveled to Moorhead and
were able to get in one game prior
to WSU's scheduled doubleheader
with Moorhead State. Winona
handled Bemidji 5-2 before
dropping a 4-3, 12-inning contest to
the Dragons. The Warriors took
the nightcap 5-4.

Saturday's game with Bemidji
State.
Bergstrom threw a no-hitter
against Bemidji for five innings,
and Deb Oppegard followed and
didn't allow a hit until there were
two out in the seventh. Rochelle
Solberg collected two hits in three
at-bats, including a double and a
triple, and Vera Vidos went three
for four.
Despite clobbering 13 hits, a
game-high so far this year, WSU

could only manage to push across
three runs in their first game
against the Dragons. Moorhead
scored two in the bottom half of the
seventh to knot it up at 3-3. The tie
remained unbroken until the
twelfth inning, when Moorhead
scored the winner against
Bergstrom. Lisa Siefert and Coffey
both had two hits.
In the day's third game, Coffey
clearly was the star. She not only

pitched a five-hitter, but banged
out a double. And when the game
was tied at 4-4 in the top of the
seventh, Coffey came to her own
rescue by cracking one over the
centerfielder's head for an insidethe-park home run.

play at LaCrosse, and Saturday the
two teams play in Winona.

JV baseball
The Warriors junior varsity
baseball team beat UW-LaCrosse
Sunday afternoon twice, 7-2 and 144. Mark Miller hit a two-run home
run in the first game, and Terry
Shapiro got credit for the win. In
the nightcap, Brett Hardt's insidethe park homer powered WSU to
their eighth win in as many games.

The Warriors, 4-1, will play a
home-and-away series with UWLaCrosse this week. This
afternoon, in a make-up game from
earlier in the year, the Warriors

In the season opener, WSU
scored the first run when Shirley
Schiller singled home Laurie
Coffey. But then the Warriors
weren't able to muster a run until
the ninth inning, and they did it by
making their own break. Coffey
took off from third base as soon as
the Mavericks catcher had tossed
the ball back to the pitcher. Caught
by surprise, her throw back to
home plate was high, and the
Warriors had won their first extrainning contest.

1
1

Lori Hill and Lori Bergstrom
teamed up to throw a four-hitter,
with Bergstrom getting credit for
the win. Coffey won the second
game, yielding only five hits, as
WSU won 9-3.
"As usual, we had good pitching
this week," observed coach Steve
Juaire. He went from good to
excellent when commenting on

.
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I would like to interview
somene who has lived in
the Honduras. This is for a
research paper. Contact me
at 457.2741
Beth Swedzinski
Need A Place To
Live This Summer?
2 Bedroom Apt. For Rent
$60/month
Call 454-7149
Ask for Gina or Carrie

Up & Co. Spring Carnival
May 7
FEATURING
Mud Wrestling and
The Metro All Stars
Thanks Sig Tau for the
60 Degree Party.
How about an
80 degree party?
Love, The Roses
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P. And so does count deration.
. Enjoy our quality in mo
Rock 'n roll really stirs with the exciting taste of Seagram's 7 & 7U
and disco—in fact, everything sounds better with 7 & 7
an d jazz,

i
ockW roll stirs wth
Seven &Seve

Good-Luck to the
Rose Pledges
Remember:
Alpha, Beta, Gamma...
Luv, your Big Sisters
Get Involved! Make Friends!

Alpha Kappa Lambda is a fraternity
of friends helping each other. For
more information about how you
too can get involved, call Dean at
454.6038
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